GOST R. HIGH-LEVEL POLICY DIALOGUE ON TRADE FACILITATION THROUGH INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS AND MUTUAL RECOGNITION OF AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY TESTING
TC 284 "TRACTORS AND AGRICULTURAL MACHINES"

Structure
• SC 1 Machines and tools implements for tillage and sowing
• SC 2 Machines for plant protection and fertilization
• SC 3 Machines for irrigation and water supply
• SC 4 Harvesting machines
• SC 5 Safety and comfort of agricultural machines
• SC 6 Testing of agricultural machinery
• SC 7 Tractors
• SC 8 Machinery and equipment for animal husbandry
• SC 9 Electronics for agriculture
• SC 10 Repair and maintenance of agricultural machinery

30 members
2 – governmental
2 – certification bodies
26 – manufactures

ISO TC 23
255
GOST and GOST R standards

P-members

Working principles of technical committees
• voluntary participation
• equal representation of the parties
• compliance with the goals and objectives of standardization
• openness and availability of information about the created TC

Average all national standards development time 7.9 months

Federal Law of June 29, 2015 N 162-FZ
"On Standardization in the Russian Federation"
By-Laws and Fundamental National Standards

Discussion of final draft in SC
Review and voting in TC
Review by related TCs (if necessary)

Preparation of the documents for approval (for instance, an Order)
Preparation of final draft
Preparation of compilation of comments and revision of standard
Organization of public discussion

Notification on completion of public discussion
Receipt of the comments

First draft
Incorporation of the topic in work program
Development of first draft
Notification on development

Approval by GOST R
Formation and registration of standard in the Federal Information Collection of Standards

Approval
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ISO TC 23
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Average all national standards development time 7.9 months

Federal Law of June 29, 2015 N 162-FZ
"On Standardization in the Russian Federation"
By-Laws and Fundamental National Standards

Discussion of final draft in SC
Review and voting in TC
Review by related TCs (if necessary)

Preparation of the documents for approval (for instance, an Order)
Preparation of final draft
Preparation of compilation of comments and revision of standard
Organization of public discussion

Notification on completion of public discussion
Receipt of the comments

First draft
Incorporation of the topic in work program
Development of first draft
Notification on development

Approval by GOST R
Formation and registration of standard in the Federal Information Collection of Standards

Average all national standards development time 7.9 months
CONFORMITY ASSESSMENT
OF TRACTORS AND AGRICULTURAL MACHINES

TR CU 031/2012
On safety of agricultural and forestry tractors and trailers to them

Newly manufactured and imported wheeled and tracked agricultural and forestry tractors (hereinafter referred to as tractors) and trailers to them (hereinafter referred to as trailers), put into circulation in the single customs territory of the EAEU, regardless of the country of origin and having a maximum design speed of at least 6 km/h.

- 19 UNECE Regulations
- 45 GOST

TR CU 010/2011
On safety of machinery and equipment

- Agricultural machines (55 standards)
- Means of small-scale mechanization of horticultural and forestry applications, mechanized, including electric (18 standards)
- Machines for animal husbandry, poultry and feed production (14 standards)

Certification

- 19 UNECE Regulations
- 45 GOST

Technical Regulations EAEU (CU)

- 52

Technical Regulations (Russia)

- 6

Other Standards

- 572
- 1572
- 5763
- 811
- 624
- 96
- 42
- 8

Certification

- 13 799 ISO standards
- 26 905 GOST R standards
- 2 959 ISO standards
- 12 687 GOST R standards
ANY QUESTIONS?

FEEL FREE TO ASK!

TELEPHONE: +7 (495) 547-51-51

E-MAIL: pr.shalaeva@rst.gov.ru